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called leisure. And a general or liberal education, as distin-
guished from a technical training, is in great part an education
for leisure.1
Education for Since a well-spent life consists of labour and
"complete recreation and leisure, it would seem after all
living" more reasonable to adopt some such definition
of education as that which was offered by
Herbert Spencer, in one of the most widely read and most
stimulating and influential books on the subject produced in
the nineteenth century. He defined education as preparation
for complete living. But when he came to expand this formula
into a definite scheme, he fell into most of the traps which we
in the twentieth century are still trying to avoid. For one
thing, he over-emphasized the word "preparation." He
ignored the child's right to be a child—to think as a child, to
speak as a child and to understand as a child. He was in far
too great a hurry to get the child to put away childish things.
If he had understood Pestalozzi better, and if he had known and
appreciated Froebel's work as well as did his contemporary
Charles Dickens, he could never have given countenance, as
in effect he did, to a scheme of education which Gradgrind
himself would have approved. It is hardly to our present
purpose to show how thoroughly Spencer's analysis of an
adult's " complete living," and his educational deductions from
that analysis, were vitiated also by the extreme position he
maintained in the controversy regarding the relative claims of
science and the classics which was current in his day. But this
is only to say that a mere formula is a dangerous toy to play
with, unless its fount and origin have been investigated.
Huxley, with his shrewd wisdom and his delicate sense of
1 The following are a tew actuaj examples known to the writer;
Work	Leisure	Recreation
Domestic Service	Acting and Reciting	Walking, Bridge
Teaching	Writing, Reading	Country Walking
Medical Practice	Music, Verse-writing	Golf

